
FORMAT 
This is a multilevel program where children progress from level to level at their own pace. Classes are divided 
into groups according to age and ability. Great care is taken to teach skills in a thorough and progressive 
manner to ensure against "gaps" that might restrict their gymnastics potential in later years. Student skill 
evaluations will be every 8-10 weeks to determine if a child is ready for the next level.  

 

 

Beginner classes involve basic gymnastic skills on all the girls events; floor, uneven bars, balance beam, vault, and trampoline. The 
girls are evaluated every 8-10 weeks so you can see progress on all 4 of the women's events plus trampoline. Some skills include 
backward roll, handstand, and a cartwheel on floor, front flip to seat and a back handspring over a barrel on trampoline.  

Girls Beginner 9+ is the same as Girls Beginner but is designed for girls 9 and older just starting gymnastics. 

 
 

These classes have higher level skills and utilizes all the equipment of beginners. Intermediate also works on easier skills due to 
the importance of doing the skill properly. Some skills included: back hip circle and squat-on on bars, bridge kick over, back walko-
ver and round off on floor, and forward roll and split leap on beam. All girls in the Intermediate classes must either have had Girls 
Beginner or been tested. 

Girls Intermediate 9+ is the same as Girls Intermediate but is designed for girls 9 and older. 

 

 

TCT's Girls High School classes are a great opportunity for girls 
to get ready for their high school season. Utilizing all TCT has to 
offer to learn advanced skill safely is a must for those looking to 
upgrade their skills for the coming season.  

 

 

Advanced is considered an "open-ended" class, where the students set their goals with their coaches and the coaches create les-
son plans and testing for each individual.  

Join us for the Spring Show each May! 

Family and friends are welcome. 

This fun event is included in your tuition.  

Watch our Newsletters for more information. 

Depending on the goals of the gymnast, there are options to choose from going forward: 

Age 6+ 

 

 

Two options are available for competition teams: Xcel and JO. A 
coach will notify you if your daughter has potential and skills to 
try out for one of these teams. Please see the TEAM PROGRAM 
page on our website for more information. 


